The children disembarked the bus and stood huddled together on the road. It was a cold, foggy day, and so the children, wrapped up in coats and scarves, shivered as they waited.

Their teacher beckoned them closer, and as one they edged cautiously towards the skeleton. What was supposed to be a boring school trip had just got a whole lot more exciting! Were they on the verge of making a terrific discovery?

Can you write an ending to the story using the story starter above?

Complete the scenarios so they match the bar model.

Ron has _____ altogether.
He spends ______ and has £476 pounds left.
Jack has ______
Eva has £200
They have _____ altogether.
Amir has £200 more than Rosie.
Amir has ______
Rosie has ______

Draw your own bar model where one of the parts is a multiple of 100
Write scenarios to match the bar model.

See if you can remember where all the continents of the world are using the quiz link below


Reading
Please read at home at least 3 times each week.

Spelling
Please practise our Deadly Dozen words:
would, could, should, there, their, they’re

Times Tables
Make sure you access your Times Table Rock Stars account.